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1 Introduction

At the heart of smart manufacturing is real-time semi-automatic decision-making.
Such decisions are vital for optimizing production lines, e.g., reducing resource
consumption, improving the quality of discrete manufacturing operations, and
optimizing the actual products, e.g., optimizing the sampling rate for measuring
product dimensions during production. Such decision-making relies on massive
industrial data thus posing a real-time processing bottleneck.

Indeed, consider an example of automated welding that is present in mul-
tiple Bosch production sites where real-time decisions include welding machine
adjustment when welding quality (welding spots) degrades [11]. Such processes
are data-intensive, including sensor measurements, e.g., temperature, pressure,
and electrical conductivity, settings of welding parameters, and replacement of
accessories (welding caps), etc. When the welding is performed during car body
manufacturing, each such body has up to 6.000 welding spots, generating a
large amount of data instances. The data is distributed across several analyti-
cal pipelines in charge of feed statistics, training traditional ML models, quality
control measures, and many more [8].

This decision-making for welding requires both integration of heterogeneous
data and real-time computation on top of it, thus leading to scalability bottle-
neck. Delivering a consistent and accurate industry-grade solution as long as
the data grows in time, increases the complexity in scalability and performance
terms. These challenges combined with the need of maintaining daily operations,
increase further scalability requirements, creating the need to implement addi-
tional machine learning, knowledge engineering, and data management solutions
transversely into a unified framework.

Bosch is a multinational company with a strong emphasis on manufacturing
and engineering in automotive, energy, consumer goods, and other industries.
Smart and AI-powered manufacturing is one of the central pillars of the Bosch
strategy, thus real-time effective and efficient processing of extreme data chains
of heterogeneous, distributed [3], fast-growing, and often disconnected or hardly
compatible information is critical for the company’s success.



Fig. 1: Semantic approach at Bosch to deal with large industrial data

2 Semantic Approach to Industrial-Scale Data

In Bosch, we follow a semantic approach [10] to deal with large-scale industrial
data, as depicted in Figure 1. The idea is to unlock the value of data by ex-
ploiting industrial knowledge graphs to support decision-making. In particular,
the data is first converted into KGs via ETL processes[4], then analyzed using
Neuro-Symbolic AI methods that combine both semantic technology and Ma-
chine Learning, and finally, the results of analyses are transferred to industrial
applications. This allows to bridge the data challenge and the value generation
part of manufacturing.

In order to ensure that the proposed approach offers the expected value,
Bosch does a strong focus on both research and system development in scalabil-
ity. In particular, Bosch does it via in-house research efforts and libraries and as
a part of several EU projects such as enRichMyData on at-scale data annotation
pipelines (https://enrichmydata.eu/), GraphMassivizer on massive processing of
graph data (https://graph-massivizer.eu/), DataCloud on scalable automated
deployment of data pipelines to the Cloud (https://datacloudproject.eu/), and
SmartEdge on edge-driven computations (https://www.smart-edge.eu/).

Our scalable Neuro-Symbolic AI-powered ecosystem as can be seen in Figure
2, comprehend a set of tools, libraries, and frameworks destined to integrate, pro-
cess, and deploy traditional data pipelines, and Industrial KG; these orchestrated
components have the objective to empower the experienced and non-experienced
internal users to leverage value from incoming from the data generated by the
production lines in the different Bosch manufacturing scenarios.

The solution to address the scalability bottleneck covers the transversely
company semantic approach, a high-level view is given in Figure 1, following
characteristics:

1. Semantic Powered Scalable Computing platform: Consists of a scalable ex-
ecution environment specially designed for simulating and executing data
pipelines, this environment implements underlying semantic capabilities to
assist in the pipeline description as well as exploiting the hardware configura-
tions to find the best deployment scenario based on an initial requirement set.



Fig. 2: Stacked view of semantic solutions for Neuro-Symbolic use-cases at Bosch

2. Embedding Training Pipeline: Provides a standardized pipeline for embed-
dings computation, merging symbolic reasoning with traditional low-dimension
vector representations, delivering a fast prototyping experimentation tool
seamlessly integrated with the internal data silos in the company environment.

3. Embedding Explainability Tool: Library with the capability of analyzing se-
mantic enhanced KG with previously trained embedding models comparing
different models providing understandability methods for knowledge repre-
sentation tasks [1, 7].

4. Knowledge Graph Consistency Check: Tool to discover inconsistency patterns
in KGs with respect to ontological rules, this allows to processing of the data
as well as the recognition of inconsistency patterns in the evaluated KG [5].

5. Knowledge Driven Optimization: Package for encoding generic KG-based op-
timization problems in Answer Set Programming (ASP) language, which is
currently used in suppliers optimization, factory planning, and scheduling.

6. Semantically Enhanced Automatized pipelines: In order to deliver efficiency
to the internal teams template-typed pipelines were prepared to leverage the
use of mappings techniques to create KB’s to exploit traditional ML knowl-
edge [9, 2].

3 Conclusion

Given the specific nature of the use case and the particular needs of a company
like Bosch, there is no off-the-shelf software solutions able to adapt the constantly
grow and demands in terms of data streaming speed, security and volume. As
lessons learned, we deeply understand that semantic technology not offers shared
data schema that unifies different data syntax and semantics but also offers un-
ambiguous “lingua franca” for cross-domain communication, that unifies the lan-
guage and understanding of stakeholders [6]. This greatly helps the stakeholders
to perform tasks of a remote domain (e.g., semantic technology) that other-
wise would be error-prone, time-consuming and cognitively demanding. Mean-
while, it is important to be flexible in adopting combined technology of relational
database and KG, such as a mixture of both or virtual KG, to exploit the flex-
ibility of KG as well as the computational performance of relational databases.

Modern automatic manufacturing requires real-time decision-making for qual-
ity optimization tasks. ML methods face new challenges and opportunities to
holistically analyze the massive and unprecedented data integrated across these



chains, In this tailored ecosystem the goal is to speed up the experimentation
capabilities of the onsite teams by providing a set of state-of-the-art semantically
enhanced evaluation approaches, to support decisions that change the manufac-
turing processes towards a sustainable, circular, and climate-neutral industry.

Finally, we are excited to present our Bosch challenges and solutions to ad-
dress the scalability bottleneck for semantic data to the ESWC community. We
believe our case of large industrial data is rather typical for large manufacturing
and service industries and thus will be of interest to a wide audience.
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